New York State Rifle & Pistol Assoc. v Corlett
RIGHT TO CARRY OUTSIDE THE HOME
GOC, with other 2nd Amendment groups, asked SCOTUS to rule on the issue of carrying a handgun outside the home. There is
presently a split amongst appellate courts that should be resolved.
Caniglia v Strom
WARRANTLESS SEARCH AND SEISURE UNDER GUISE OF COMMUNITY CARETAKING
GOC, with other 2nd Amendment groups, asked SCOTUS to rule that it is a violation of the 4th Amendment for law enforcement
to conduct search and seizure raids without a warrant by using the legal concept of “Community Caretaking”, which was never
meant to apply to the home.
Rhode v Becerra
CA’S AMMO SALES LAWS & REGULATIONS
Waiting is never fun but that’s what we have had to do with this case. GOC asked to 9th Circuit to declare California’s
ammunition sales law and regulations as a clear violation of 2nd Amendment. The case has been argued and the court has
issued a stay on the decision pending issuance of a mandate in Duncan v Becerra.
Duncan v Becerra
CA’S STANDARD CAP MAGAZINES
A 3-judge panel of the 9th Circuit ruled that California’s magazine laws were unconstitutional, yet on February 25, 2021, the 9th
set aside the favorable ruling and will rehear the case enbanc (full court review).
Rupp v Becerra
CA’S ASSAULT WEAPONS LAWS
Case to overturn California’s assault weapons laws
has been fully argued before the 9th Circuit. Awaiting
decision of the 3-judge panel.

GOC has filed amicus briefs on each of these cases, and/or
participated in the brief by gathering data. For more
information and details on these cases and more, visit
www.gunownersca.com/the-courts/
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A.B.216 | SUPPORT
Peace officers: firearms: establishment serving the public | Ramos (D)
This bill makes it unlawful for a business serving the public to prohibit or otherwise restrict a peace officer from carrying a
weapon on the premises that the peace officer is authorized to carry, regardless of whether the peace officer is engaged in the
actual discharge of duties while carrying the weapon.
A.B.228 | SUPPORT
Theft of firearms: receiving stolen property | Rodriguez (D)
This bill would, upon approval by the voters, appropriately increase the penalty for knowingly buying or receiving a stolen
firearm, regardless of the value of the firearm, punishable as either a misdemeanor or a felony.
A.B.311 | OPPOSE
Gun shows and precursor parts | Ward (D)

This bill is a clear attempt to cripple gun shows as it would prohibit a vendor at a gun show or event from possessing,
displaying, offering to sell, selling, or transferring any firearm precursor parts.
A.B. 655 | OPPOSE
California Law Enforcement Accountability Reform Act | Kalra (D)
This bill requires background checks on peace officers and candidates to determine whether they are involved with “hate
groups” and thus, qualified to serve in law enforcement. Not a gun bill per se, but it’s highly prejudicial given the overly broad
definition of a “hate group.”
A.B.804 | SUPPORT
Free hunting days | Dahle (R)
This bill requires, rather than authorizes, the Director of Fish and Wildlife to establish 2 free hunting days per year – as
prescribed in statute (one in the fall and one in the spring).
A.B. 876 | OPPOSE
Law Enforcement and Microstamping | Gabriel (D)
Mandates firearms purchased by law enforcement to be microstamped in two places; no such technology is utilized by any gun
manufacturers. Also includes recently amended “clean-up” language from AB 1478 (Chiu) which was dropped.
A.B.1223 | OPPOSE
Firearms and ammunition: excise tax | Levine (D)
This another attempt to impose an excise tax of $25 per new firearm sold in CA, plus a “yet to be determined” amount on the
sale of ammunition. It is unconstitutional to tax the exercising of an enumerated right.
A.B.1237 | OPPOSE
Access to firearm info/research institutions | Ting (D)
This bill would name the center for research into firearm-related violence the California Firearm Violence Research Center at
UC Davis. Permits DOJ to cherry pick who can have access to gun violence data for research. This is inherently biased.
A.B.1509 | OPPOSE
Enhancements: firearms | Lee (D)
This bill shows the gross insincerity of the gun control promoters regarding “gun violence” as it drastically reduces penalties
imposed on the perpetrators of gun violence to a virtual slap on the wrist. This is outrageous.
S.B.264 | OPPOSE
Firearms: state and county property | Min (D)
Plain and simple, this bill is yet another move to ban gun shows at fairgrounds. The courts have ruled such action is a violation
of 1st Amendment right to assembly and the expression of free speech.
S.B.448 | SUPPORT
CA Emergency Services Act/emergency powers/limits | Melendez (R)
This bill would enact the Emergency Power Limitation Act, and requires an emergency order to be narrowly tailored and
limited to serve a compelling public health or safety purpose. It would prohibit a state agency from issuing an emergency order
that infringes on an express constitutional right – such as the 2nd Amendment.
S.B.715 | OPPOSE
Criminal law and firearm transfers | Portantino (D)
This bill is a redux of SB 914 (2020); it is a convoluted effort
that pertains to issues of 1) firearm transfers, 2) eligible youth
purchases 3) the validity of hunting licenses and much more.

*Bills as of April 15, 2021
For location and status updates on legislation, please visit
www.gunownersca.com/current-legislation
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